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Daniel Gohstand is one of America’s premier
Designers and Photographers. With offices in San Francisco, California, and Antigua,
Guatemala, his services cover all aspects of Design and Visual Consulting, including:

Photographic Lecturer and Guide

Benefit from Daniel’s international photographic experience and unique personal approach through
photographic workshops and artistic and technical support for cruise lines, resorts, five star hotels, and
individuals! His talents are available for all ranges and settings, from children to seniors, beginners to
professionals, in group classes or giving one-on-one instruction on land or sea. Daniel may personally
accompany you or your group on its next excursion, documenting, and offering support as you go! His
first-hand knowledge of a variety of destinations affords him a unique glimpse into locations and cultures
encountered. He is bilingual English/Spanish. Reap the most from your next adventure!

Architectural Design

Create a unique living space with Daniel’s dynamic vision. Whether remodeling a classic style, or building
an exciting new venture, Daniel’s keen visual insight and experience with his own homes makes your
dreams tangible. Design your environment’s visual quality as wisely as you will its structural.

Landscape Architecture

Continue your inner desires to your exteriors with Daniel’s natural design experience. The owner of one of
Nicaragua’s premier, twenty-two acre fincas, Daniel’s application of local flora and natural textures will
extend the creativity of your living space, utilizing your entire property to its fullest potential.

Interior Design, Styling, Decorating, Staging

Finish your space with clean and impeccable taste. Daniel’s masterful eye and attention to detail deliver a
new and lasting artistic expression to your unique world.

Documentary Photography, Hi-Resolution Video, Aerial and Underwater Video

As one of America’s premier photojournalists, Daniel will uniquely document your adventure, event,
property, construction project, or undertaking- from ground, sea, or air!
Purchase Daniel’s memorable images via www.danielphoto.com to dynamically decorate your new space,
or for use in publication or web sites. His images are a striking addition to any setting.

Director of Photography/ Cinematic Stills Photographer

Utilize Daniel’s unique perspective to frame your cinematic production, or document its creation. No one
frames a shot or captures emotion like Daniel!

Business Consulting/ Relocation

Excel in business abroad utilizing the savvy of an international entrepreneur. Avoid the pitfalls so many
encounter. Your staff will excel with local and Western clientele by learning the dynamics unique to the
native culture. Make the system work for you in private or group lessons, lectures or seminars. Utilize
Daniel’s experience and resources to be instantly connected, and greatly ease your transition.

